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$192.04 SKU: MSW-BF-
171007
Availability: In

stock

Ships From:

Philadelphia PA

1 Add to Cart

REACT Sustainable Shrink
Wrap 17' x 100' 7 Mil Grey

Quick Overview

A NEW responsible end-of-life

heat shrink film solution

 

All of the typical shrink wrap

features including creating a

secure and protective layer

against extreme weather, wind,

moisture, dust, and debris during

the storage and/or transportation

period

 

Only after the wrap is removed

and disposed of do the advanced

features begin to breakdown the

wrap

 

REACT is converted into clean,

renewable, and sustainable

energy when disposed of in

landfill environments

 

7 MIL shrink wrap is best used to

wrap boats in snowy climates,

light construction jobs, or

machinery that is being

transported

 

17' wide wrap is ideal for most

pontoon boats

Buy 6 for $165.43 each and save 14%

Buy 9 for $160.49 each and save 17%

Email to a Friend

(https://mrshrinkwrap.com/sendfriend/product/send/id/6043/)

Product Description Product Reviews

React Sustainable Shrink Wrap 17' x 100' 7 Mil
Grey
  

Energy from packaging waste

REACT films and bags are Mr Shrinkwrap's responsible end-of-life

packaging solution. This product was designed to have the package safely

return to the environment where it typically ends its life within the

traditional waste streams. The energy from your package will be

harnessed and converted into clean, renewable, sustainable energy

within today's modern landfill environments.

Shrink Wrap
Rolls - Boat
& Industrial

$0.00

Add to
Cart

REACT
Sustainable
Shrink Wrap

REACT
Sustainable
Shrink Wrap
24' x 110' 7
Mil ...

$264.68

Add to
Cart

Husky

40' x 100' 10
Mil Husky
Brand Shrink
Wrap - White

$625.66

Add to
Cart
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Where do I recycle REACT wrap when I’m finished with it?

Find the most suitable facility near you.

 
Did you know?
Most modern landfills are equipped to capture the Land Fill Gas

(LFG) produced by the REACT package and converted into renewable and

sustainable energy. In the U.S. there are currently 654 modern landfills

projects (lfgindustry.org), and in Canada, there are 64 projects

(climatechange.gc.ca). Today, over 80% of plastics, once disposed of end

up at facilities designed for waste to energy conversion. REACT is the

perfect solution for utilizing today's readily available energy conversion

infrastructures in almost all the metropolitan cities in North America. The

convenient and effortless disposal method makes REACT one of the most

responsible and sustainable choice for packaging any products in plastic.

*For 1,000 pounds of discarded REACT packages, you could power a

home for two years or fuel a car for a year. 

 

How does REACT work?

REACT maintains package integrity and will not change the barriers or

physical properties of the package. Food manufacturers and processors

do not require any special equipment or need to make any adjustments

to the packaging process. REACT is shelf stable and will not break down

from oxygen or UV rays. Consumers do not have to change their behavior

or adjust the way they discard packaging. 

The energy generation facility recycles REACT into renewable energy, just

simply discard the used package into the waste bin. It's that easy!   

Why choose REACT?

Companies use Mr. Shrinkwrap's REACT products to make people's lives

easier and more environmentally-friendly. Organizations can reach their

corporate social responsible goals faster and satisfy the growing

consumers' demand for eco-friendly packaging. From a packaging, life-

cycle assessment perspective, REACT will present a more sustainable,

conscientious and responsible alternative when compared to

conventional packaging materials. We can provide ASTM validation and

testing including information on bio-methane potential.
REACT's Benefits and Highlights

Food safe / FDA compliant
Performs the same as conventional plastic laminated materials, both
physical and mechanical properties
Manufacturing equipment modifications are not required
No need to change consumers' habits
Designed to increase biogas in a landfill within its useful life cycle
Designed to convert into energy within a modern landfill environment
The renewable green energy can be used to power homes in
communities, provide heat and light for homes, and fuel vehicles on
the road
ASTM verifiable (D5526 & D5511) & Bio-Methane Potential
(BMP) validation 
Environmental Benefits of Landfill Gas

Environmental Benefits of Landfill Gas Click here to chat



Landfill gas reduces greenhouse gasses produced by fossil fuels including

natural gas, coal, diesel, and other fuel oil. Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) estimated for 2012 that landfill gas recovery projects had an

environmental benefit equivalent to:
21 million acres of pine or fir forests
emissions from 238 million barrels of oil consumed
annual greenhouse gas emissions from 20 million passenger vehicles
generates renewable energy 24hrs/day, seven days a week and is not
dependent on weather conditions
supplies more renewable energy than solar power
has an online reliability of greater than 90 percent.

Disclaimer 

REACT has been shown to produce biogases 22 times faster than

conventional plastic in the ideal conditions of an anaerobic digestor

landfill over the course of 2.13 years, using the ASTM D5511-12 test.

When disposed of in a landfill with modern biogas capture technologies,

this energy can be harnessed as a source of renewable energy. Such a

facility may not exist in your area.

You Might Also Like

Follow us on

Main Office,
Shipping &
Receiving:

660 13th Avenue Building 4

Prospect Park, PA 19076 

 Get Directions Here

(https://mrshrinkwrap.com/location-

and-directions)

Save on Shipping, Pick-

Up is Free!  

Please place order

online or by phone

prior to your arrival

Mailing Address:

PO Box 697 Media, PA

19063
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Mr. ShrinkWrap

Cross Woven
Strapping
Cord for
Shrink Wrap
Inst...

$0.00

Add to Cart

Husky

18' x 200' 7
Mil Husky
Brand Shrink
Wrap - Whit...

$4224.81

Add to Cart

Mr. ShrinkWrap

Reinforced
Shrink Wrap
Tape 4" x 50'
Single ROLL

$51.43

Add to Cart

Mr. ShrinkWrap

Black Weather
Tight Self-
Adhesive Vent
for Boat...

$0.00

Add to Cart
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